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Name of the Activiw/ Event r

Theme

Venue

Date'& Duration

Pa rtici pa nts/ Attended by
File Accession Dossier

Monthly Awareness Campaign

Quit India Day

School Premises

August, 2017

Class V - VIII

Celebration

Objectivest

DESCRIPTION:

"Tfi.ere is no country whicft is more tflritftnq, insyirinq and diverse 6Ls India."

It is rightly quoted that "There is no country which is more thrilling, inspiring and diverse as

india." StuCe":s ,:,'G-a:3 .' ,',e-: e'a"a:: - ',',-': iE pai-acraph on tlie theme "Constitution

Day" which helped them to be au/are about the preamble of the constitution. Class VI

enthusiastically participated in the Solo Dance on the theme'Patriotism'. A discussion was

held on the theme "Quit india Movement" in Class VII which was followed by writing an

Essay on the role of Freedom Fighters in India's Independence which let the younger

generations know about the sacrifices that led to the freedom of the country.
The students of Class VIII participated in an activity of singing a "Singathon" to give rise to

patriotism in them and students took this opportunity to pay respect to the

martyr who contributed a lot in achieving freedom, These activities helped in

making students understand the importance of being free and helped to instill a patriotic

feeling in them towards their motherland. Discussions were held regularly in the class on the

theme "Quit India Day and India, Land of diversity" and students were motivated to

learn and respect the various national symbols. Students participated enthusiastically in all

the activities and were appreciated for their laudable efforts. Overall experience proved to

be quite effective in e.nhancing the cognitive, social and aesthetic domains of the students,
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